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This invention relates to a method for con 
crete piling and has for its object towobtain 
great stability and supporting ability of the 
individual piles while avoiding the expense 

5 of piles of uniform or substantially uniform 
large diameter or cross-sectional dimensions. 
In the accompanying drawing: 
Figure 1 represents a vertical section illus 

trating in elevation a pile as driven into the 
10 ground with the filling material shown in 

cross-section; and 
Figure 2, a view similar to Figure 1 of a 

pile being ` 
packed or filled according to my method. ' 

Referring to the drawings, 2 designates a 
preferably concrete pile having a plurality 
of uniform size preferably equidistantly ver 
tically spaced annular enlargements 3 each 
formed with a tapering lower face or shoul 

20 der to facilitate the driving of the pile, and 
with an upper face preferably extending at 
right angles to the axis of the pile to serve 
as a supporting face or shoulder for the 
packs or ñlls 1 of sand and/0r gravel 7. 

25 In the practice of my method a preferably 
fimnel shaped Vhopper 6, with an open bot 
tom, is disposed on the ground surface 5 and 
the pile 2 is driven down through the hop 
per 6 until the lowest annular enlargement 
3 has passed through said open bottom of 
said hopper, the opening in which is just 
large enough to allow the passage of the 
annular shoulders 3. When the pile 2 has 
been driven into the ground to the degree 
stated, and preferably before the upper sup 
porting face or shoulder of the lowest annu 
lar enlargementV 3 passes below, or appre 
ciably below, the bottom of the hopper 6, 
the latter is filled with sand and/or gravel 
and is kept full continuously thereafter un 
til the pile has been completely driven in. 
The sand and gravel 7, being fluent material, 

15 

will flow under the action of gravity downv 
through the bottom of the hopper 6 about 
the pile 2 between the enlargements 3, and 
the jarring action of the hammer 8 in driving 
the pile 2 will serve to aid in maintaining 
the flow of such sand and/or gravel' 7 and 
to pack the same about the pile 2 and as sup 
ported by the top or supporting face or 
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driven into the ground and 

»the wall of said 

shoulder of the said lowest annular enlarge 
ment 3 into a pack or fill 1 until the second 
lowest annular enlargement passes into the 
open bottom of the hopper 6 and closes the 
same against the passage of sand and/or 
gravel 7 therethrough’until said second low 
est annular enlargement 3 has moved down 
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ward until'its upper supporting face or> y 
shoulder is belowvthe bottom of the hopper 
6, when the above action will be repeated, 
and so on until the driving of the pile 2 has 
been completed. ` 
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In this way the portions intervening be» » 
tween the annular enlargements 3 are filled 
in with solid well packed fills or packs 1 of 
a nature to contact with the opposed face of 
the bore ¿l formed by the driving of the pile 
2 with its annular enlargements 3, and said 
packs Aor fills 1 together with the annular en 
largements 3 serve to maintain efhcient fric 
tional supporting contact with the opposed 
face of the bore 4 through 
pile 2. 

Claim: . 
The method of driving and packingk pil 

ing comprising the employment of a pile 
having a plurality of spaced annular en-v 
largements of uniform cross-sectional size 
and shape, each said enlargement hav-ing a 
tapering lower face and an upper annular 
face forming a supporting shoulder for fill 
ing material, driving said pile at a substan 
tially uniform rate of travel by percussive 
means, arranging a supply of fluent solid 
filling material such as gravel closely about 
said pile, whereby the filling material will 
fiow down the hole bored by the pile as one 
of said enlargements moves downward below 
the top of said hole, filling the space above 
said enlargement and between said pile and 

hole, until the succeeding 
enlargement temporarily closes the top of 
said hole, the vibration set up by the percus 
sive driving means serving to promote the 
flow of filling material and tending to pack 
it between said wall and said pile. 
In testimony whereof, I have signed my 

name to this specification. 

' sHoJinoTAKnom. 'i 
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the length of the Y 
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